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 clamshell pocket ultra Sanyo SQ-LZ0V NBsU907i The fine print: All sales final. Cons: It is a clamshell. However, it is hard to
open and close. Verdict: This is a very good and cheap clamshell pocket ultra. It is one of the cheapest clamshells you can get in

the market. Moreover, its antenna gives it the edge over the other pocket ultra mitsubishi models that lack antennas. 4.
NBsU800 BT Pocket Ultra WiFi Pros: USB 2.0 port Comes with two 3.5’ micro SD cards. It is slightly larger than the previous
models. Battery takes time to charge. This is one of the most expensive pocket ultra mitsubishi and also the best with a built-in
flashlight. It has more storage than the previous model and is also slightly bigger than the previous model. 5. NBsU900BT LZ

Series USB 2.0 port. This is the second-best selling pocket ultra mitsubishi. It comes with a flashlight and USB 2.0 port. Battery
is a bit of an issue but this pocket ultra is affordable. 6. NBsU901 BT Pocket Ultra WiFi This pocket ultra mitsubishi comes

with a flashlight, USB 2.0 port and an LCD screen. Battery is a bit of an issue but this pocket ultra is a budget-friendly model.
Best Compact Portable Watch In today’s time, we can get time anywhere with smartphones and even car GPS. This is why most
people are using a wristwatch. Some people may find this feature useful and others will not. If you are going out to save battery,

this is the best compact portable watch to get. 1. Philips iLuv 038W Quartz The 520fdb1ae7
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